
Projects

Solar system

Get to know Python dictionaries by creating a model

of the solar system

Step 1 Introduction

Get to know Python dictionaries by creating a model of the solar system.

The limits of models: Even very advanced models leave out details to make them easier to build and run. In

fact, it’s not possible to make an accurate model of the whole solar system as all the planets pull on each

other because of gravity. The maths to predict exactly where they will go has not been invented yet as a

result. 

This model uses the order of the planets, and their speeds and sizes. But, for example, Mercury needs to be

slow enough so you can click on it. So the model makes Mercury faster than the other planets, but not as fast

as it really is.

You will:

Use dictionaries to store and look up data

Load data from a �le into dictionaries

Create an animated, interactive, solar system model using the p5 library

Dicitionaries: When you make a Python dictionary, it stores things you can look up later. This is a lot like a

normal dictionary. But the Python version can store much more than the meanings of words!

https://trinket.io/python/b5352050e7
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Step 2 Create a dictionary

To start, you’ll collect some information about Mercury and

draw its orbit.

Make a dictionary

Python dictionaries let you look up a key and get its value. That could be a word and its meaning, which are both

text. But you could also use a text key (like 'distance') to get a value that’s a number, or anything else you can

store in Python.

Python dictionaries

A dictionary in Python stores pairs of keys and values.

Keys and values can be almost any value you can store in Python. Although lists and dictionaries cannot be

keys.

You can use a key to get its associated value.

To make a dictionary, you use curly brackets {}, with key: value pairs inside. A pair is a key, followed by a

colon (:), followed by the value connected to that key. For example:

person = { 
  'age': 12, 
  'height': 149.5, 
  'hair': 'brown', 
}

Here, age, height, and hair are keys. You can use them to look up their values with square brackets []. For

example:

print(person['hair'])

This will print out the value brown.

Open the Solar system starter project (https://trinket.io/python/b5352050e7). Trinket will open in

another browser tab.

If you have a Trinket account, you can click on the Remix button to save a copy to your My Trinkets

library.
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Using a dictionary lets you keep all the information about Mercury in one place. This makes it easier to �nd it, and

change it if you need to.

Draw Mercury’s orbit

Modelling orbits: The real planets’ orbits are not perfect circles — they’re the shape of an ellipse. But using

circles makes the model easier to build!

Find the # load_planets function comment in the starter project. Create the function below the

comment. Inside the function, make a global mercury dictionary. Then, add information about Mercury

to the dictionary.

Key Value

name Mercury

colour color(165, 42, 42)

size 15

orbit 150

speed 1

info The smallest and fastest planet.

Curly brackets {} are used to start and end the dictionary. A colon : is used to separate the key and the

value(s). A comma , is used to separate each dictionary item.

main.py — load_planets()

Tip: You can put each key: value pair on its own line. This makes the code easier to read, but be sure

to keep it all inside the curly brackets {}.

# load_planets function 
def load_planets(): 
  global mercury 
 
  mercury = { 
      'name': 'Mercury', 
      'colour': color(165, 42, 42), 
      'size': 15, 
      'orbit': 150, 
      'speed': 1, 
      'info': 'The smallest and fastest planet.' 
  }
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Call load_planets() in your setup() function.

main.py — setup()

def setup(): 
  # Put code to run once here 
  size(400, 400) 
  frame_rate(60) 
  load_planets()
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You can get a value from a dictionary by putting its key in square brackets [], just like getting a list item by its

index. For example, mercury['size'] would get you the matching value 15.

Find the #draw_orbits function comment. Create the draw_orbits() function below it. Then

draw Mercury’s orbit as an ellipse centered in the middle of the model width/2 and height/2. The

size of the ellipse will be mercury['orbit'], which is stored in your dictionary as 150.

Draw an ellipse

Draw a circle or ellipse using: ellipse(x, y, width, height)

The ellipse will be drawn using the stroke and �ll values that have been set before ellipse is called.

main.py

ellipse(160, 220, 200, 100) # x, y, width, height

The ellipse will be centered at the (x, y) coordinates given by the �rst two numbers.

The third number is the width and the fourth is the height of the ellipse.

Make the width and height the same to draw a circle.

main.py — draw_orbits()

# draw_orbits function 
def draw_orbits(): 
  no_fill() 
  stroke(255) # Make it white 
 
  ellipse(width / 2, height / 2, mercury['orbit'], mercury['orbit'])
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Save your project

Call your draw_orbits() function from your draw() function.

main.py — draw()

def draw(): 
  # Put code to run every frame here 
  background(0) 
  no_stroke() 
  draw_sun() 
  draw_orbits()
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Test: Run your code and see the orbit of Mercury appear.

Debug: If you see a message about mercury being ‘not de�ned’:

Check your load_planets() function to be sure that it declares mercury as global

Check that load_planets() is called in setup()

Debug: If the orbit doesn’t appear:

Check that you have called draw_orbits() in your draw() function

Check draw_orbits() to be sure you have used stroke(255) to make the ellipse white

Debug: If the orbit is a �lled circle, instead of a ring, check you have no_fill() in your 

draw_orbits() function.

https://trinket.io/python/b5352050e7


Step 3 Make Mercury

Now you’ll put Mercury in orbit of the sun.

Draw Mercury

The make_planet() function is written in a separate �le that is included as part of the starter project and

imported into main.py for you to use.

make_planet() uses the colour, orbit, size, and speed of a planet to draw the planet orbiting the sun.

https://trinket.io/python/b5352050e7


Find the # draw_planets function comment. Create the function below it.

Make variables to store the values needed to draw Mercury. Then call make_planet(), passing it those

values.

Parameters in functions

When you call or de�ne a function you always add curved brackets after its name. Just like this

example below:

def menu(): # Defines a function 
  print('Hello') 
 
menu() # Calls a function

Those brackets can be used to pass data into a function from another section of your code. This data

can then be used by the function to carry out some tasks.

The labels inside the brackets are called parameters. A function can have multiple parameters

depending on the purpose of the function.

The example function below has two parameters, which are name and player_id.

def menu(name, player_id): 
  print(f'Hello {name}, your player ID is {player_id}')

Another part of your code might ask for a players name or generate a player ID. These can then be

passed into the menu() function to be used to display a welcome message.

Values that are passed into a function are called arguments.

In the example code below you can see the menu() function being de�ned. You can also see the

player’s name and ID being passed into the function as arguments.

main.py — draw_planets()

def menu(name, player_id): 
 
  print(f'Hello {name}, your player ID is {player_id}') # The function uses the values 
 
username = 'Hayden' 
id = 3215 
 
menu(username, id) # 'Hayden' and '3215' are passed as arguments into the function
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# draw_planets function 
def draw_planets(): 
 
  colour = mercury['colour'] 
  orbit = mercury['orbit'] 
  size = mercury['size'] 
  speed = mercury['speed'] 
 
  make_planet( 
    colour, 
    orbit, 
    size, 
    speed 
    )
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Tell users about the planet

Users will click on Mercury and your program will print the information in mercury['info'].

The mouse_pressed() function was included as part of the starter project. It contains code to get the colour a

user clicked on. You can use this to tell which planet they have clicked.

Tip: You created your dictionary with one line for each key: value pair. You can do the same when

passing values to a function to make your code easier to read.

Add a call to draw_planets() in the draw() function.

main.py — draw()

def draw(): 
  # Put code to run every frame here 
  background(0) 
  no_stroke() 
  draw_sun() 
  draw_orbits() 
  draw_planets()
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Test: Run your code and see Mercury in orbit!

Debug: If you get a message about ‘KeyError’, check the spelling of your keys in make_planet(). Make

sure the spelling is the same in load_planets(). Whether the letters are UPPER CASE or lower case is

important too.

Debug: If Mercury doesn’t appear:

Check that you are calling draw_planets() in draw()

Make sure that that call is after background(0)

Debug: If Mercury is too big, too slow, or not visible, check that your draw_planets() code is the same

as the example. In particular, check that the keys are in the right order.



Save your project

Find mouse_pressed() and add an if statement. Have it print Mercury’s name and information

when the user clicks on the planet.

main.py — mouse_pressed()

def mouse_pressed(): 
# Put code to run when the mouse is pressed here 
  pixel_colour = color(get(mouse_x, mouse_y)) 
 
  if pixel_colour == mercury['colour']: 
    print(mercury['name']) 
    print(mercury['info'])
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Test: Run your code and click on Mercury to see its information print out. If it’s moving too fast, change

the frame_rate() value in setup() to slow the whole model down.

Debug: If nothing happens when you click on Mercury, check your if statement. Make sure it looks

exactly like the example above. Check that you have == and not =.

Debug: If you get a message about ‘KeyError’, check the spelling of your keys ('name' and 'info') in 

mouse_pressed(). Make sure the spelling is the same in load_planets().



Step 4 Make Venus

It’s time for Venus to join Mercury in your model.

Values for other planets are in the planets.csv �le.

What's in planets.csv?

The �le planets.csv has a line of headings, followed by one line for each planet in the solar system. The colour

of a planet is made up of three values — one each for red, green, and blue. For example:

planet,colour_r,colour_g,colour_b,size,orbit,speed,info 
Mercury,165,42,42,15,150,1,The smallest and fastest planet. 
Venus,255,190,200,30,200,0.75,The hottest planet in the solar system. Water would turn to steam and some metals would melt 
just by being there! 
Earth,104,149,197,35,300,0.5,You are here — the only planet we know of that can support life.

Load the data

Add a global variable for Venus to your load_planets() function:

main.py — load_planets()

# load_planets function 
def load_planets(): 
  global mercury, venus
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Now you have the data in your program. Next, you’ll make that data into dictionaries, like the one you made for

Mercury. lines[2] has the data for Venus, and lines[3] has the data for Earth.

Below your mercury dictionary, load planets.csv to a data variable. Then use the splitlines()

function to split the text string in data into a list. Each line in the string will become an item in the list.

Read a �le with Python

To read a text �le in Python you must open the �le and then read its contents.

When opening the �le, use with and as. This makes sure that, when your indented code has run, the

�le will automatically close. Closing �les you don’t need saves memory in your computer.

with open(filename) as f:

Where filename is the name of the �le you are opening, e.g. 'info.txt'.

The �le is loaded into the f variable, but not as text that Python can work with. To get the �le as text,

you need to use read().

with open(filename) as f: 
  file_text = f.read() 
  # Do something with the text

main.py — load_planets()

mercury = {
    'name': 'Mercury', 
    'colour': color(165, 42, 42), 
    'size': 15, 
    'orbit': 150, 
    'speed': 1, 
    'info': 'The smallest and fastest planet.' 
} 
 
with open('planets.csv') as f: 
  data = f.read() 
  lines = data.splitlines()
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Split lines[2] at the commas and store it in planet. Then print planet out.

main.py — load_planets()

with open('planets.csv') as f: 
  data = f.read() 
  lines = data.splitlines() 
 
planet = lines[2].split(',') # Split Venus' data 
print(planet)
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Test: Try running your code, and look at the list of data it prints out. Notice that the numbers are inside

quotes '. This shows that Python sees them as text strings, instead of numbers it could do maths with.

Debug: If your planet prints out a list with only one item, then check that you have ',' in the () of 

lines[2].split().

Debug: If you see a message about split being ‘not de�ned’, check that you have included 

lines[2]. before it.

Debug: If you see a message like 'list' object has no attribute 'split', check that you

have included [2] after lines.

Tip: Now that you’ve used it for testing, you can comment-out print(planet) with #.

Load the list of values from planet into a venus dictionary. As you are making the dictionary, change

any numbers from text to numbers. Use int() for whole numbers and float() for decimals.

main.py — load_planets()

with open('planets.csv') as f: 
  data = f.read() 
  lines = data.splitlines() 
 
planet = lines[2].split(',') # Split Venus' data 
#print(planet) 
venus = { 
  'name': planet[0], 
  'colour': color(int(planet[1]), int(planet[2]), int(planet[3])), # Make them numbers 
  'size': int(planet[4]), # int() for whole numbers 
  'orbit': int(planet[5]), 
  'speed': float(planet[6]), # float() for decimals 
  'info': planet[7] 
}
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Draw the orbit

Go to your draw_orbits() function and add the orbit of Venus.

main.py — draw_orbits()

# draw_orbits function 
def draw_orbits(): 
  no_fill() 
  stroke(255) # Make it white 
 
  ellipse(width / 2, height / 2, mercury['orbit'], mercury['orbit']) 
  ellipse(width / 2, height / 2, venus['orbit'], venus['orbit'])
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Draw the planet

Test: Run your code and see the orbit of Venus appear.

Debug: If you see a message about venus being ‘not de�ned’, check load_planets(). Make sure you

have declared venus as global.



Go to your draw_planets() function. Add a make_planet() call, passing it the values for Venus.

Tip: You can copy and paste the code you used to make Mercury to save some time and typing. Just

change all the mentions of mercury to venus in the copy.

Copy and pasting

You can copy text and paste a copy in another place.

�. Select the text you want to copy by dragging your mouse over it while holding down the left

button.

�. Copy the text by using your browser’s menu — choose Edit > Copy. You can also use a keyboard

shortcut — Ctrl+C on Windows or Linux, or Cmd+C on a Mac.

�. Move your text cursor (the �ashing line that shows where you are typing) to where you want to

place a copy of the text.

�. Paste the text by using your browser’s menu — choose Edit > Paste. You can also use a keyboard

shortcut — Ctrl+V on Windows or Linux, or Cmd+V on a Mac.

Then you can make any changes you need to the copy.

main.py — draw_planets()

# draw_planets function 
def draw_planets(): 
  colour = mercury['colour'] 
  orbit = mercury['orbit'] 
  size = mercury['size'] 
  speed = mercury['speed'] 
 
  make_planet( 
    colour, 
    orbit, 
    size, 
    speed 
    ) 
 
  colour = venus['colour'] 
  orbit = venus['orbit'] 
  size = venus['size'] 
  speed = venus['speed'] 
 
  make_planet( 
    colour, 
    orbit, 
    size, 
    speed 
    )
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Tell users about Venus

Like Mercury, Venus should print out an interesting fact when it’s clicked on.

Test: Run your code and check that Venus orbits the Sun.

Debug: If you get a message about ‘KeyError’, check the spelling of your keys in make_planet(). Make

sure the spelling is the same in load_planets(). Whether the letters are UPPER CASE or lower case is

important too.

Debug: If any planet is too big, too slow, or not visible, check that your draw_planets() code is the

same as the example. In particular, check that the keys are in the right order.

In mouse_pressed() add elif statements after the if statement you made for Mercury. Have these

check for Venus’ colour. Then, if there’s a match, print() the right fact.

main.py — mouse_pressed()

def mouse_pressed(): 
# Put code to run when the mouse is pressed here 
  pixel_colour = color(get(mouse_x, mouse_y)) 
 
  if pixel_colour == mercury['colour']: 
    print(mercury['name']) 
    print(mercury['info']) 
  elif pixel_colour == venus['colour']: 
    print(venus['name']) 
    print(venus['info'])
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Save your project

Test: Run your code. Click on Venus to see its information print out.

Debug: If nothing happens when you click on Venus, check its elif statement. Make sure it looks

exactly like the example above. Check that you have == and not =.



Step 5 Make Earth

Now �nish the model by adding the planet

you’re on!

Load the data

You already have the data in your program: Earth’s data was loaded into lines when you loaded planets.csv.

Add a global variable for Earth to your load_planets() function:

main.py — load_planets()

# load_planets function 
def load_planets(): 
  global mercury, venus, earth
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Below your venus dictionary, split lines[3] and put it in an earth dictionary.

Tip: You can copy and paste the code you used to make the venus dictionary to save you some time.

Then just make small changes — lines[2] to lines[3], and venus to earth.

main.py — load_planets()

with open('planets.csv') as f: 
  data = f.read() 
  lines = data.splitlines() 
 
planet = lines[2].split(',') 
#print(planet) 
venus = { 
  'name': planet[0], 
  'colour': color(int(planet[1]), int(planet[2]), int(planet[3])), 
  'size': int(planet[4]), 
  'orbit': int(planet[5]), 
  'speed': float(planet[6]), 
  'info': planet[7] 
} 
 
planet = lines[3].split(',') 
earth = { 
  'name': planet[0], 
  'colour': color(int(planet[1]), int(planet[2]), int(planet[3])), 
  'size': int(planet[4]), 
  'orbit': int(planet[5]), 
  'speed': float(planet[6]), 
  'info': planet[7] 
}
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Draw the orbit

Go to your draw_orbits() function and add the orbit of Earth.

main.py — draw_orbits()

— /task —

Draw Earth

# draw_orbits function 
def draw_orbits(): 
  no_fill() 
  stroke(255) # Make it white 
 
  ellipse(width / 2, height / 2, mercury['orbit'], mercury['orbit']) 
  ellipse(width / 2, height / 2, venus['orbit'], venus['orbit']) 
  ellipse(width / 2, height / 2, earth['orbit'], earth['orbit'])
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Test: Run your code and see the orbits of Venus and Earth appear.

Debug: If you see a message about earth being ‘not de�ned’, check load_planets(). Make sure you

have declared earth as global.

https://trinket.io/python/33d830b0ce


Go to your draw_planets() function. Add a make_planet() call, passing it the values for Earth. Like

with Venus, you can copy and paste code here to save yourself some work.

main.py — draw_planets()

# draw_planets function 
def draw_planets(): 
  colour = mercury['colour'] 
  orbit = mercury['orbit'] 
  size = mercury['size'] 
  speed = mercury['speed'] 
 
  make_planet( 
    colour, 
    orbit, 
    size, 
    speed 
    ) 
 
  colour = venus['colour'] 
  orbit = venus['orbit'] 
  size = venus['size'] 
  speed = venus['speed'] 
 
  make_planet( 
    colour, 
    orbit, 
    size, 
    speed 
    ) 
 
  colour = earth['colour'] 
  orbit = earth['orbit'] 
  size = earth['size'] 
  speed = earth['speed'] 
 
  make_planet( 
    colour, 
    orbit, 
    size, 
    speed 
    )
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Tell users about Earth

Like Mercury and Venus, Earth should print out an interesting fact when it’s clicked on.

Test: Run your code and check that Earth orbits the Sun.

Debug: If you get a message about ‘KeyError’, check the spelling of your keys in make_planet(). Make

sure the spelling is the same in load_planets(). Whether the letters are UPPER CASE or lower case is

important too.

Debug: If any planet is too big, too slow, or not visible, check that your draw_planets() code is the

same as the example. In particular, check that the keys are in the right order.

In mouse_pressed() add an elif statement for Earth like the one you made for Venus. Have it check

for Earth’s colour. Then, if there’s a match, print() the right fact.

main.py — mouse_pressed()

def mouse_pressed(): 
# Put code to run when the mouse is pressed here 
  pixel_colour = color(get(mouse_x, mouse_y)) 
 
  if pixel_colour == mercury['colour']: 
    print(mercury['name']) 
    print(mercury['info']) 
  elif pixel_colour == venus['colour']: 
    print(venus['name']) 
    print(venus['info']) 
  elif pixel_colour == earth['colour']: 
    print(earth['name']) 
    print(earth['info'])
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Save your project

Test: Run your code. Click on Earth to see its information print out.

Debug: If nothing happens when you click on Earth, check its elif statement. Make sure it looks

exactly like the example above. Check that you have == and not =.
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Upgrade your project

In this step, add more planets to your model, or change the

ones you have.

Add more planets

The planets.csv �le has information for the other �ve planets too. Add as many of them as you want.

Make up a planet!

Completed project

You can view the completed project here (https://trinket.io/python/33d830b0ce).

Save your project

To add a planet to your model you will need to:

Add code to load it in load_planets()

Add code to draw its orbit in draw_orbits()

Add code to draw the planet in draw_planets()

Add code to notice when the planet is clicked, and print out its info in mouse_pressed()

Tip: Don’t forget you can copy and paste code!

Increase the size() in your setup() function to make the model large enough to see your new

planets; size(900, 900) will �t them all in.

Add an extra planet to the solar system. Create a new global variable with a dictionary for it. Then, add

code to draw it and to print out its info.
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What next?

If you are following the More Python (https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/pathways/more-python) path, you

can move on to the Codebreaker (https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/projects/codebreaker/) project. In that

project, you will analyse a graph to crack a hidden code!

If you want to have more fun exploring Python, then you could try out any of these projects (https://projects.ras

pberrypi.org/en/projects?software%5B%5D=python).

Published by Raspberry Pi Foundation (https://www.raspberrypi.org) under a Creative Commons

license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/).

View project & license on GitHub (https://github.com/RaspberryPiLearning/solar-system-simulator)
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